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2024 Forest River Rv Rockwood Mini Lite
2104S

$36,987
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Description Description 2024 Forest River RV Rockwood Mini Lite 2104S, Forest River
Rockwood Mini Lite travel trailer 2104S highlights: U-Shaped Dinette Full Bath LED
TV Outside Griddle Murphy Bed Versatile, cozy, and spacious are just a few ways
to describe this travel trailer! Once you arrive at the campsite, unload your gear
from the pass-through storage and additional exterior storage, then set up the 14'
power awning with LED lights. You may want to visit in your camp chairs, or head
inside to prepare lunch on the three burner cooktop. There is a U-shaped dinette
within the slide out, plus a wardrobe here for jackets or your guests' clothes. You
will also find the 72" sofa is a comfy spot to relax, and at night, you can fold down
the RV queen-size Murphy bed! Each Rockwood Mini Lite travel trailer by Forest
River is constructed with a fully laminated one-piece walkable roof, sleek
frameless windows, and a six-sided full aluminum frame for strength and
durability. The 12V thermostatically controlled heated tanks, plus radiant foil in
the underbelly, front caps, and slide out floors will allow you to camp well into the
colder months, and the 200W roof solar panel will be perfect for a little off-
gridding. Each model includes solid surface kitchen countertops, solid wood
cabinet doors, night roller shades, plus many more interior features. Having an Air
360+ omnidirectional antenna with wifi prep on board will allow you to get some
work done if it's needed, and the power tongue jack provides hassle-free set up,
so you can enjoy more time relaxing! Bish's RV - Bozeman, MT has a huge
selection of Travel Trailers, Fifth Wheels, Toy Haulers, Pop Up Campers, Class A
Motorhomes, Class B Camper Vans, and Class C Motorhomes. All these RVs are
priced to sell. Be sure to ask about our "Purchase with Confidence Guarantee" to
ensure you are getting the best RV buying experience in Bozeman and
surrounding areas in Southern Montana like Livingston, Bridger, Big Sky, & Three
Forks. Affordable prices on all new and used RVs only at Bish's RV of Bozeman,
Montana. Sleeps 4 Slideouts 1

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 76383
VIN Number: 4X4TRLW27RD457353
Condition: New

Item address 8466 Huffine Lane, 59718, Bozeman, Montana, United States
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